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NATURE SOUNDS IN A HYPERMARKET
A case study on the modified soundscape
of commercial spaces in Finland
You’re only in the parking lot when you can already hear the music, and it gets
somewhat louder when you approach the sliding doors of the hypermarket.
After crossing the hallway, you enter the interior goods section through the
automatic swing gate, which clatters when the gate collides with the pole.
Suddenly, the music mixes with another piece playing from the car stereo aisle,
and only a few metres away, there is a loud digital display unit playing music
and dialogue, advertising a lawnmower. At one point, you hear all the three
different pieces of music concurrently. Leaving the cacophony behind and
strolling ahead towards the produce section, you unexpectedly hear the familiar
sound of a bird singing cuc-koo, cuc-koo, cuc-koo. As you are walking towards
the fruit and vegetables section, you are suddenly surrounded by the sounds of
a humming forest. (Recorded listening walks 16.9.2016.)

This study examines the use of nature sounds and sound design in a semipublic commercial space. The hypermarket experience narrated above represents
one of the experiences of the participants of our study. Music can be heard in
most semi-public commercial spaces – coffee shops, malls, at the hairdresser’s,
airports, buses et cetera. Sound researcher Jonathan Sterne (1997: 23) argues that
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commoditised music has become “a form of architecture […] a way of organizing
space in commercial settings”. He continues, “Americans take for granted that
almost every commercial establishment they enter will offer them an endless
serenade during their stay.” This statement from the 1990s holds true in most of
today’s retail context as well.
In Finland, background music is usually chosen by a radio station’s head of
music; it is most likely that customers sitting in a taxi or a hairdresser’s seat are
listening to a commercial radio broadcast. Radio is the most common source
of music in restaurants (44 per cent) and stores (65 per cent) as well, although
music streaming services are beginning to take over some of this share. In 2017,
26 per cent of music played in restaurants and 18 per cent of music played in
stores came from domestic and international streaming services. (Teosto 2017.)
However, music is just one option for the acoustic design of commercial spaces.
This article presents a case study of people’s perceptions of nature sounds in a
hypermarket.
The aim of the case study was to examine people’s perceptions and meaning
making of sounds in a semi-public commercial environment. It also intended
to evaluate how listening walks and group interviews as research methods can
inform acoustic designing and how this information can be used to enhance
the everyday experiences and the personal and collective meaning-making
in commercial environments. Since the data gathering methods of this case
study include soundscape modifications, it can be considered as an empirical
experiment. Here, the nature sounds are part of a breaching experiment
(Garfinkel 1984), which aims to make the study’s participants conscious of the
hypermarket’s sonic environment by using unexpected sounds. The nature
soundscape recording was approximately five minutes long and consisted of
typical natural sounds from Finland such as that of forests, lakes and birds.
This case study is part of a larger research project called Värinä, Health
supporting multisensory food environment, funded by the Finnish Funding Agency
for Technology Tekes (since 2018 Business Finland). Värinä’s multidisciplinary
research team has studied how the built environment and the visual and aural
characteristics of space affect consumer behaviour (for example, food choices)
and feelings of aesthetic pleasure. The main research question of the project is
whether environmental factors such as sound can guide people to make healthier
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food choices. The project aims to contribute to the principles used to design foodrelated environments that support healthy choices. It consisted of several case
studies that were conducted in lunch restaurants, the fruit and vegetable section
of a hypermarket and fine dining pop up-restaurants in the cities of Seinäjoki
and Tampere as well as in the sense laboratory at the Functional Foods Forum
(University of Turku).
This article presents the results of the case study conducted in the fruit and
vegetable section of a hypermarket, while the results of the other case studies
have been previously published (see, Aaltojärvi et al. 2018; Aaltojärvi et al.
2017; Kontukoski & Uimonen 2016; Kontukoski & Pitkäkoski 2016). Securing
financing from Tekes also required funding from the project beneficiaries (see
the final project report Hynynen et al. 2018). Minimani Yhtiöt Oy (Minimani
Companies Ltd.) was one of the project’s commercial partners, and the case
study was conducted in one of their hypermarkets. In the retail sector, the
term “hypermarket” signifies a market that combines a large grocery store and
a department store into a single entity (with a sales area of over 2500 square
meters), where customers can buy both food and goods. Minimani with its
expansive parking lot is located near the Seinäjoki city centre. It is a typical
example of a Finnish hypermarket that also includes postal services, restaurants,
and specialized shops.
The interests of both parties were discussed at a joint meeting including
the research group members and Minimani’s managing and sales directors.
Minimani’s interest in selling more quantities of diverse fruits and vegetables
was in line with the Värinä project’s interest in supporting healthy food choices.
However, the case study was conducted strictly from the research point of view,
while Minimani provided the physical context for the fieldwork.
The theoretical approach of the study derives from cultural musicology and
soundscape studies. The case study contributes to the aesthetic qualities of
acoustic design by aiming to understand the affective potential of ubiquitous
music and sound ambiances. From a methodological point of view, the study is
also rooted in the field of applied ethnomusicology as it engages different parties
in the process of producing and utilising knowledge (Harrison 2016; Harrison and
Pettan 2010). While researching people’s perceptions of sounds in a hypermarket,
it was also possible to examine another concrete problem—customers’ tendency
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to spend only a short amount of time in the fruit and vegetable section and their
preference for always buying the same, familiar products. At a joint meeting
with the sales manager, a common vision was formed: if customers spend more
time in and/or have a unique experience in the fruit and vegetable section,
they might make more purchases. Although this hypothesis was not an actual
research question, we were able to focus on it during the implementation of the
research design. Such solutions to both research problems and concrete problems
via practical interventions are essential in the field of applied ethnomusicology.
This article is divided into four sections. I begin by explaining the study’s key
concepts of acoustic design and ubiquitous listening, which will be positioned in
the context of the study’s theoretical framework. Second, I describe the collecting
of research material and methods used. The third part of the study presents the
research data and analysis, followed by the conclusions.

Acoustic design and ubiquitous listening in semi-public
commercial spaces
The term acoustic design can be traced back to the Simon Fraser University,
Vancouver, Canada, and the professor and composer R. Murray Schafer who
introduced the concept of soundscape studies in the late 1960s. The term
acoustic design, inspired by the Bauhausian concept of industrial design from
the 1920–1930s art school in Weimar, Germany, served as an umbrella term for
a multidisciplinary approach to studying sonic environments. Its focus was
on sound in its different forms and environments, and at its centre was the
responsible listener who was interested in the qualities of his or her living area’s
environmental sounds. The goal was to contribute to environmental planning
from the perspective of acoustic design. (Uimonen 2013, 2002; Schafer 1994
[1977]: 205–206, 237–245.) Schafer (1994 [1977]: 271) defines acoustic design as
an interdisciplinary subject that seeks out the “principles by which the aesthetic
quality of the acoustic environment or soundscape may be improved”.
The researchers adapted methods from musicology, the social sciences,
psychology and architecture. The methods of the early soundscape studies
included sound preference tests and interviews to map residents’ sonic
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experiences, which well suited the researchers’ strong aspiration to raise
people’s awareness of the sonic environment. (Schafer 1994.) Researchers
have also drawn attention to sounds and soundscapes that are disappearing.
In Finland, for example, there have been several large-scale projects that have
collected soundscape memories (Uimonen, Kytö and Ruohonen 2017; Järviluoma
et al. 2006). Soundscape researchers have also studied changes in the acoustic
environments of European villages (Järviluoma et al. 2009) and raised awareness
about Europe’s acoustic heritage (Kytö, Remy and Uimonen 2012). For instance,
some recent Finnish case studies on soundscapes have been conducted in public
libraries (Sahavirta and Kytö 2017) and ancient sacred places (Rainio et al. 2017;
2014). Apart from music research, sonic environments have also been studied in
the fields of history, sociology, social psychology, media studies and consumer
behaviour research (Aiello et al. 2016; Aletta et al. 2016; Blesser and Salter 2009;
Bull 2002; Hargreaves and North 2000; Hynes and Manson 2016; Liu and Kang
2016; Michel et al. 2017; de Nora 2000; North and Hargreaves 2009; Sterne 1997).
In this study, customers at a hypermarket were asked to ponder the meanings
of acoustic design in everyday environments and to practically compare two
alternative soundscapes on consecutive days. It is common to assume that most
people do not pay much attention to music and sounds that do not demand
our attention but that simply surround us during our everyday life routines in
commercial environments. Anahid Kassabian (2016: 201) notes that because of
the development of digital technologies for listening (not to forget the history
of commercial radio and Muzak), we have become used to doing other things
while listening.
However, in her book Ubiquitous Listening, Kassabian (2013) argues that
ubiquitous music is actually not as much about being heard as about being
sensed. When entering a hypermarket, the music that fills the aisles does not
invite us to analyse it and unravel its meaning. Rather, it is there to make us
feel something. Kassabian calls this ubiquitous listening, which in turn creates
non-individual distributed subjectivity that is “a form of subjectivity that does
not engage individuals as individuals, but rather both human and nonhuman,
part objects and part subjects, in fields of activity that create ebbs and flows
of subjectivities without discrete individuals as specific subjects” (Kassabian
2016: 201; see also Kassabian 2013: xxiv). Moreover, ubiquitous music creates
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space: “They articulate what we think of as internal and external to each
other, creating [a] dynamic relationship that takes place without regard to any
discrete, individual subject”. One of the features of ubiquitous listening is that
it “reshape[s] our relationship to space itself” (Kassabian 2013: 106, 112; see also
Uimonen 2015).
Sound artist and writer Brandon LaBelle (2012: 4) goes a bit further by
arguing that “sound is always already space itself” instead of being solely “an
addition to architecture, lending a particular openness”. LaBelle defines his
interests as acoustic spatiality and diverse experiences of auditory phenomena.
His viewpoint on sound seems to come somewhat close to Kassabian’s concept
of distributed subjectivity. He says:
[S]ound operates as an emergent community, stitching together bodies that
do not necessarily search for each other, and forcing them into proximity, for a
moment, or longer. Such movements bring forward a spatiality that is coherent
and inhabitable, that opens up spaces for sharing, as well as being immediately
divergent and diffuse, that is, temporal and multiple, noisy. Acoustic spatiality
in other words forces negotiation by being constituted with the feverish energies
of so many interruptions. (LaBelle 2012: 1.)

These temporal, spatial and social dimensions of sound are also present
in music theorist Ola Stockfelt’s writings about different listening practices.
Stockfelt (1997) rejects Theodor Adorno’s (1976) idea that focused listening is the
only critical mode of listening to music. Instead, he argues that listening practices,
circumstances and musical genres actually affect and produce each other. Sounds
are always spatial and temporal and shaped by the listener’s attitude, ability to
hear, and personal and cultural experiences (Augoyard and Torgue 2008: 3–4).
As a result, the musical or aural ambiance is always variable in nature.
Keeping these definitions in mind, we wanted to study how a carefully
designed sound environment affects people’s perceptions of space, what kind
of emotions the transition from a musical ambience to a nature ambience evokes
and how they verbalise their experiences. The nature sounds, as removed from
their original context and imported into the context of a hypermarket, were
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experienced and analysed by the study participants to examine everyday
listening situations in which ubiquitous listening takes place.

A case study in a hypermarket: Research questions, data and
methodology
In this case study, our main aim was to examine people’s perceptions and
meaning making of the sounds of a commercial semi-public environment. In
addition to the customary hypermarket soundscape that includes music, the
study participants were also exposed to alternative and unexpected soundscapes
of nature sounds in the fruit and vegetable section. As we had the opportunity to
conduct the research in an actual hypermarket, we could also examine whether
the alternative soundscape had an effect on the sale of the fruit and vegetables.
The research data was collected in the fall of 2016. The study aimed to answer
the following four research questions:
1) How did people experience the hypermarket’s overall soundscape?
2) How did people experience the nature soundscape of the fruit and 		
vegetable section
3) What kind of information can listening walks and group interviews as
research methods provide for acoustic designing, and how can this 		
information be used to enhance everyday experiences?
4) Can nature soundscapes in the fruit and vegetable section have an 		
impact on the sales figures?
The methodology of the study is multidisciplinary as it includes several
qualitative fieldwork methods typically used in cultural musicology, soundscape
studies and sociology. The methods used were frame analysis, a breaching
experiment, recorded listening walks and focus group interviews. These are
explained in more detail in the following chapters.
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Framing theory and analysis
The focus group interviews were subjected to frame analysis (Goffman 1974)
to get information on people’s experiences, actions and understanding of the
soundscapes of a commercial space. Framing theory and analysis is widely
used in the social sciences and in communication studies. For example, in news
production, framing occurs in two ways: First, journalists edit a news article
within familiar frames of reference. Second, readers adapt these frames and see
the world from the journalist’s perspective. This being said, we are aware that
critical readers do not just passively adapt frames, instead, a critical reader can
also see and recognise the frames used in a news article. Accordingly, in this study,
the basis of the framing theory lies in social constructionism. As communications
researcher Baldwin Van Gorp (2007: 62) puts it, social constructionism’s approach
in the context of media studies “emphasizes the role of an active, interpreting,
meaning-constructing audience”. Also, the meaning of culture is embedded in
the framing process. Frames are part of culture and are therefore rather stable.
As Goffman (1981: 63) writes, “frames are a central part of a culture and are
institutionalized in various ways” (see also, Van Gorp 2007: 63).
Frames consist of framing and reasoning devices, the former referring to word
choice, metaphors and arguments, and the latter referring to the statements that
deal with justifications and causes. In the analysis of the group interviews, I
identified various framing and reasoning devices and have represented them in
the form of a matrix. I have further constructed the frames by identifying logical
chains of framing and reasoning devices. (Van Gorp 2007: 72.) These frames are
discussed in relation to cultural phenomena regarding acoustic design.
When applying framing theory to music production in a commercial space,
the hypothesis is that between background music producers and customers, there
are also culturally shared repertoires of frames. However, frames are rather stable
and, as such, we do not generally notice them in our everyday lives. Moreover,
since we are unaware of the frames, it is hard to talk about them. In this study,
we wanted to challenge these familiar frames by adding nature sounds to a space
and place where they are not usually heard. This modification of the familiar
soundscape comes close to sociologist Harold Garfinkel’s (1984: 37) method
of breaching experiments in which “the unnoticed backgrounds of everyday
activities” are made visible and, in this case, heard. The theoretical ground of
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Garfinkel’s method lies in Erwing Goffman’s work on the everyday behavioural
norms and construction of social meanings (Goffman 1963; 1971).
Modified soundscape in the fruit and vegetable section
Here, the aim of the breaching method was to use unexpected sounds to
make the participants of the listening walks conscious of the hypermarket’s sonic
environment. However, nature sounds were not chosen in order to use simply
anything unexpected that would help to break the familiar soundscape of the
hypermarket. The Värinä research group expressly wanted to use nature sounds
for several reasons. First, nature sounds can evoke cultural and personal images
associated with the hypermarket’s fresh produce (see, for example, Verhoog et
al. 2003). These sounds were also chosen to represent an alternative soundscape
instead of the familiar musical ambiance, and, lastly, they were chosen for the
alleged positive impact of nature sounds on people’s general sense of wellbeing.
Previous studies in the field of medicine and psychology argue that listening to
nature sounds can help people relax and also reduces stress (see, for example,
Alvarsson et al. 2010; Arai et al. 2008). However, from a cultural viewpoint, the
stress-reducing effect of nature sounds is not self-evident. The experience of
nature is always rooted in a particular cultural context, involving articulations
and associations that may not always be relaxing. For example, nature sounds
may be associated with heavy forestry work or unpleasant encounters with
wildlife. Although the traditional definitions of Finnishness often emphasise an
intimate relationship with nature, in fact, Finns spend less and less time in nature
and forests (Vikman 2006).
Finally, we were inclined to use nature sounds because, from a general
viewpoint, it is the most obvious choice when aiming to create a relaxing sound
environment, and it has not yet been empirically studied in the context of a
hypermarket. Indeed, very little has been written on the affect of nature sounds
in commercial spaces in general. Consumer behaviour researchers Spendrup,
Hunter and Isgren (2016) examined the relationship between nature sounds,
connectedness to nature, mood and willingness to buy organic food. Their study
results indicate that nature sounds had a positive effect on the willingness to buy
organic food in a group whose initial intentions to buy were low. However, the
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researchers did not find any evidence that nature sounds could influence mood
or connectedness to nature.
Our aim was to create a peaceful soundscape, creating a pleasant atmosphere
for the customers. First, the two researchers Maija Kontukoski and Heikki
Uimonen, along with sound designer Sami Silén, carefully listened to and
selected a variety of nature and animal sounds that can be heard in Finland and
South Ostrobothnia to identify the most pleasant sounds. We did not want to use
sounds that were associated with agriculture and domestic animals or related to
farm work as we wanted people to feel relaxed. We also pondered the rhythm
and sound level dynamics of the nature soundscape.
Finally, we selected the sounds of forests, birds and lakes that represent
typical sounds of natural environments in Finland (for example, the bird sounds
included those of a cuckoo, a blackbird, a curlew, an arctic loon and several
other small birds). We were aware that the choices might also be interpreted
as stereotyped sounds of Finnish natural environments. These sounds were
arranged in a narrative form so that the listener felt as if he or she was being led
from a forest to a grain field and then to a lakeshore. By doing so, instead of using
a simpler soundscape consisting of, for example, sounds of forests and small
birds, we were able to provide more stimuli for the listeners that they could later
discuss in their group interviews. The nature soundscape was approximately
five minutes long and was played on loop in the fruit and vegetable section.
The sound level of the recording was carefully adjusted to fit the hypermarket’s
general soundscape. Both groups of study participants heard the entire nature
soundscape during the listening walks on the second day.
Listening walks in the hypermarket
A listening walk refers to an act of walking and listening to the environmental
sounds and paying attention to the thoughts they evoke. During a recorded
listening walk (Uimonen 2011), interviewees are encouraged to share their
opinions and sensations with the researcher. In this study, the listening walks
were recorded, but the participants were asked questions about their experience
only later in the group interviews.
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Four listening walks and two group interviews were conducted in a
hypermarket in Seinäjoki, Finland, in September 2016. I examined how the two
groups – one consisting of females and another of males – perceived two different
kinds of soundscape settings in the hypermarket. The first was the ordinary
soundscape of streamed background music provided by the hypermarket, and
the second was the designed nature soundscape played in the fruit and vegetable
section. As both groups were exposed to both settings, they could compare their
experiences of the two different listening walks.
The listening walks were recorded so that it would be possible to return to
the sound environments later. The participants walked in a queue, led by the
researcher, along a pre-planned route through the hypermarket. Each listening
walk lasted approximately ten minutes, including three short stops on the way.
The first stop was in the auto electronics section, the second in the fruit and
vegetable section and the third stop in the dairy section.
Focus group interviews after the listening walks
Focus group interviews were conducted to gather data about the study
participants’ experiences and meaning making of the listening walks. Typically,
focus group interviews are more like group discussions of five to eight people,
discussing a pre-defined and limited topic guided by the researcher (Robinson
1999, 905). The subjects were divided into two homogenous focus groups in
order to facilitate the discussion. Typically, this involves forming groups based
on features like gender, educational background, profession, shared experiences,
et cetera (Mäntyranta and Kaila 2008: 1509). In this case, the focus groups
were formed based on age group and gender. This is because past research
in Finland involving focus groups has shown that the tempo of conversation
varies greatly between different age groups (Pötsönen and Välimaa 1998). Also,
studies in consumer behaviour show that there are major differences in consumer
behaviour among women and men in the retail context (see, for example, Fischer
and Arnold 1994). Twelve people were recruited for the study – six women and
six men – via mailing lists of the University Consortium of Seinäjoki. Ultimately,
only ten participants – five women (38–50 years old) and five men (32–49 years
old) – showed up and participated in the listening walks and group interviews.
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After the second listening walk, both groups had an interview lasting 45
minutes (women) and 60 minutes (men). The interviews were conducted
in a meeting room at the hypermarket. At the beginning of the interviews,
the participants were asked to read a short excerpt from a news item on the
subject of how background music is being used in shopping malls to influence
customers (Taloussanomat 30.1.1999). The text was used as an icebreaker to
facilitate interaction between the participants (see, for example, Barbour
2007: 84–88; Stewart et al. 2007: 92). Also, by first reading the text about the
effects of background music on customers, the participants could articulate
their own standpoints about whether they agreed or disagreed, which made
it easier for them to share their own personal experience of the subject. I then
asked them questions about the sounds of the hypermarket and especially its
fruit and vegetable section, which sounds they liked and disliked, previous
sound experiences in public and commercial places and their idea of an ideal
soundscape. After the focus group interviews, each participant received a token
gift as a surprise reward for their participation. The interviews were transcribed
for analysis.

Framing the hypermarket soundscape experience
A frame analysis of the group interviews resulted in the identification of four
frames of interpretation: 1) valuing background music; 2) typical sounds of a
hypermarket; 3) the sonic coherence of space; 4) soundscape as an enhancer
of interaction. In the following chapters, these frames will be discussed and
examined more carefully.
Valuing background music
In both group interviews, after reading the news item described earlier, the
participants started to talk about their own experiences with background music
in commercial environments. They discussed their experiences of background
music in clothing stores, at the hairdresser’s, in restaurants, flea markets and at
pubs. They had both positive and negative experiences.
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[P]robably over ten years ago, I was in a clothing shop where Sting’s music
was playing, and I remember thinking, ‘it is wonderful to be here’. There was
nothing special about that day, but I remember it very well […]. I had a good
feeling [laughing] at the clothing store! It wasn’t even my favourite music.
(F40b.) (Interviews were conducted in Finnish. English translations by the
author.)

I’ve had experiences where I’m having such a contradictory feeling that I need
something from here [store], but I just can’t stand being here. (M49)

The interviewees also discussed the hypermarket’s background music. The
music was produced by Mood Media Finland Oy, part of the multinational
Mood Media Corporation, which acquired several multisensory branding and
background music companies in the 2010s, including American background
music company Muzak Holdings in 2011. During the study’s listening walks, the
hypermarket’s background music consisted of mid-tempo, soft vocal pop music
sung in English. The interviewees expressed their opinions on the music and
compared its various aspects. One interviewee (F40) wondered if the background
music was more pleasant because of the vocals compared with instrumental
music, while another interviewee (F41) wondered if “real background music”
was “real music”.
I didn’t like the background music on either day. I just kept thinking […] can
this really exist? What is this—is this real music? And if this is some kind of real
background music, then maybe it’s not music at all. (F41)

Yesterday the music annoyed me, I would not have wanted to listen to it. Today
it felt nicer. (F50)

The classification of “real music” and “real background music” reveals how
the interviewee values music and is aware of musical categorisations. She doubts
whether “real background music” should be called music at all. At a more general
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level, her thoughts tell us how people are used to the presence of background
music in public and commercial spaces. In being asked to listen to it attentively,
the interviewees were asked to notice and give meaning to something that was
previously perhaps an unobserved part of their everyday lives. In both groups,
the content of the background music was critically discussed, for example, the
music was described as “improvised, generic gruel” (M32), but it was also
understood as something that fits the hypermarket context.
Usually, the music is quite generic gruel, a little bit like somebody was
improvising something with a synthesiser in the eighties–nineties style, just for
fun. (M32)

If you want your customers to enjoy and stay in place, then I understand this,
like in here, this kind of chilling, basic music is already starting from the parking
lot, so now I’ve just become aware of it, for the first time. (M46)

The interviewees also discussed the technical aspects of the music. One of the
interviewees said he would feel irritated if the music was too loud or too quiet
(M34b). Loud background music was associated especially with youth clothing
stores (M32, M34b).
In some youth shops, the music is usually pretty loud, the beat is much more
energetic and its purpose is to create an energetic atmosphere. But then again...
what if you just don’t feel like dancing when you are buying jeans? (M32)

And if you don’t feel like that, it only creates this inconsistent feeling, that they
are trying to force me to dance. (M34a)
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On the contrary, public spaces’ music choices can feel right when the personal
music preferences of the people present there match those of the space, such as
at a restaurant, for example.
Typical sounds of a hypermarket
The interviewees critically discussed commercial radio music and the way
clothing stores and especially restaurants use music to attract customers. Many of
the interviewees felt that they had never before thought of or attentively listened
to a hypermarket’s sound environment. Nonetheless, after the listening walks,
they verbalised and rationalised without hesitation which sounds they thought
belonged or did not belong – in their opinion – to the hypermarket.
According to the interviewees, sounds that relate to or originate from the
personnel’s work belong in a hypermarket and are perceived as pleasant, such
as the sound of cardboard packaging being torn and shelves being stacked.
The sounds of work that could be heard in the background when the shelves
were filled – those sounds are good ones somehow and they belong to that
environment. It is nice if there are not many people and it is silent, but if the
tearing and clatter couldn’t be heard, it would feel a bit too desolate in the shop.
(F40b)

The sounds I liked the most were of packages being opened with a carpet knife
or a roller moving. (F41)

The interviewees also liked it when the personnel were talking to each other
or with customers. However, not all the typical sounds were liked, especially the
sound of the cooler units. The responses to the coolers’ buzzing sounds varied
from irritation to neutral and even to a sense of pleasantness.
Those sounds of the coolers were just awful. I have never heard them so loud
in any other store. (M49)
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I’m surprised how loud those machines were. To me it was somehow very
disturbing. I felt like that on both days. Really irritating. (F40b)

Whether loud or silent, those sounds of machines are so general that you don’t
really… they are neutral sounds to me anyway. (M34a)

Yesterday I felt that it was nice to go to next to the coolers – after I became aware
of the music and contradictions – so it was nice when the whirr covered all the
other sounds, and I felt that now I can concentrate on seeing what’s on offer
here. (M46)

They [coolers] didn’t bother me really. I just started to think, how can they be so
loud nowadays? (F41)

The interviewees also discussed how they felt about the nature sounds in the
fruit and vegetable section. One of the interviewees (F40) felt that the bird sounds
broke her “grocery-state of mind”, but she “couldn’t decide if it was a good or a
bad thing”. This kind of experience implies that the act of shopping for groceries
is a routine task during which we usually do not expect anything extraordinary
to happen. For her, hearing birds singing in the fruit and vegetable section was
a surprise, which, she later felt, might interfere with her concentration on her
shopping.
Usually when I’m in the shop, I think very hard and long about what I should
buy and cook, so I think those very different kinds of sounds would interrupt
my thinking, even though they are pretty pleasing sounds. (F40a)

One of the interviewees, a 46-year-old man, commented on how the listening
walk experience made him aware of the hypermarket’s sound environment in
general.
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It was really nice to become aware, like yesterday, when I went to Citymarket
[another hypermarket] later and I listened to the sounds and I noticed how
many more people there were and how it created something so natural [sound].
So, maybe it made me more relaxed too, because yesterday there were very
few people here [in Minimani hypermarket]. Normally, that would have been a
positive thing, but when you listen attentively, it changes things. (M46)

This comment is a good example of how listening walks affect one’s
perceptions of the sonic environment; once you begin to listen to attentively,
suddenly the everyday environment bursts into a mosaic of sounds.
The sonic coherence of space
The interviewees then talked about sounds that they found irritating. These
were described as clichés, as discordant or as discrete. For example, the sound
of a cuckoo was perceived as a cliché, and they commented how a curlew could
be heard only during the spring and not in the fall, which is when the listening
walks took place. Also, the sounds of a cuckoo, a curlew and an arctic loon were
described as too distinguishable compared with the other bird sounds heard in
the fruit and vegetable section. These sounds can also be described as sound
signals. Schafer (1994 [1977]: 275) describes a sound signal as “any sound to
which the attention is particularly directed”. In addition, Schafer distinguishes
between sound signals and keynote sounds, which “are heard by a particular
society continuously or frequently enough to form a background against which
other sounds are perceived”. For example, in this case, the buzzing sound of the
coolers and the background music can be interpreted as keynote sounds of the
hypermarket as they can be heard continuously.
Based on the interviews, it can be interpreted that the clear, individual bird
sounds were perceived as signals, but the humming sound of wind in the forest
and the chirping of a flock of birds were perceived as keynote sounds. Two
interviewees from both groups (M34a, M32, F40a, F40b) reported that these
signals and keynote sounds managed to get their full attention so that they did
not hear the coolers at all during their time in the fruit and vegetable section.
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Well, first the cuckoo sound confused me, I had a feeling like... somebody is
trying to fool a monkey; this [cuckoo sound] wasn’t here yesterday. […] But
when the basic bird chirps came from the forest, it was really nice and you
didn’t pay attention anymore to those coolers even though the sound was
audible. Still, you wanted to listen to the bird song. (M34a)

For me, the most pleasant and peaceful sound was the forest sound, absolutely.
It was clearly the sounds of a forest, the leaves… and the echo is different from
the rest, so it really made you feel like you were in a different space. (M34a)

When discussing the nature soundscape, the interviewees made observations
concerning the continuity of the nature sounds. As described earlier, the nature
soundscape consisted of several different kinds of nature ambiances (a forest,
a field, a lake). However, some of the interviewees preferred only one nature
ambience instead of a constantly changing soundtrack. On the other hand, some
of the interviewees began to develop the content of the nature soundtrack even
further.
Perhaps the variability in that tape was the peculiar part of it. There was a field,
a lake and a forest. I walk a lot in the woods and I have studied birds since
childhood, so… and during school years I’ve done the sound for short films, so I
have thought about sound and… maybe there should be a uniform sonic world.
(M34a)

And when you come next to the exotic fruits, the soundscape should change
a bit, like that of the Amazon. You should hear something like… monkeys
rustling and even something like the music of the indigenous tribes living in the
rainforests. (M46)

Even though the two examples above show different preferences, they both
in fact point towards the same result. Both viewpoints include the aspiration
towards coherence either between different sounds in the nature soundtrack or
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between the sonic content of the nature soundtrack and the visual environment.
This was discussed in both groups. Some of the interviewees described their
controversial experience as a cognitive contradiction of what they heard and
saw (F40a, M46, M32).
Another aspect of this frame of sonic coherence of space was the volume
levels and their variations. Some of the interviewees were a bit annoyed because
of the changing volume during the listening walk. The perceived changes in
volume were primarily due to the features and position of the speakers on the
ceiling, as the volume in fact stayed at the same level for the entire duration of
the walk.
[The volume of the music] changed all the time, or was it the locations of the
speakers that drew my attention? (F41)

Does [music] need to be heard from the ceiling, or could it be heard in different
departments at ear height? Then it would stay between the shelves instead of
echoing through the whole hall. (M32)

The aspiration for the coherence of space was also evident when the
interviewees talked about how different spaces could be divided into thematic
sections by using sound and other elements. This was especially discussed in the
men’s group. When asked about personal sound preferences in a hypermarket,
one of the interviewees wished the echo could be eliminated (M32).

It would be interesting if the soundscape could be softer. And then the [sonic]
variation by section could also be interesting. At least I would like to experience
changing moods. (M32)

Yes, exactly, the softness, the softness of the space. That space was so hard that
even if it makes it very serene and sterile, it also makes it kind of hospital-like.
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[…] If you compare it with some small-town shop, a real small-town shop, the
kind with only two shelves and no conveyer belt at the cash desk. (M34B)

Those sounds of a small-town shop… […] … nice chatting … it brings such a
good feeling. (F40b)

These nostalgic comparisons to small-town shops indicate how the
interviewees believed sonic comfort to be an important aspect of a pleasant
customer experience. The considered whole of the environmental sounds of the
hypermarket can bring to mind positive images and associations while browsing
the goods.
Soundscape as an enhancer of interaction
The fourth frame of interpretation among the interviewees was related to the
interaction between people and space and between people in the hypermarket.
This frame was particularly interesting because it was brought up when the
interviewees scrutinised the nature soundscape in the fruit and vegetable section.
I liked that there was a separate department, that the soundscape changed. It
woke me up, both when I entered it and when I left. I noticed it was nice. […] At
least I would like to experience it when some feeling is clearly changing. It’s like
you wake up again, every time. (M46)

And then those birds, I felt that… if you are lost in your thoughts and then you
enter that space, like, oh, where does this sound come from? Maybe that’s a
good thing, like [noticing], okay, I’m here. (F40b)

Two female interviewees pondered how the nature soundscape could serve
as a trigger for interaction with other customers.
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I think it [the nature soundscape] is a nice thing… to awaken people a little
bit. And who knows, there could be someone next to you saying, “where’s that
coming from?” and an encounter happens. (F40b)

I got a smile on my face when I heard the cuckoo singing, and I felt really good
being there. And I think that it [the nature soundscape] could easily lead people
to see and confront each other. (F50)

A hypermarket employee who had been working in the fruit and vegetable
department during the week the nature soundscape was played wrote in her
feedback about the increased interaction between the staff and customers: “The
customers generally liked it, and many of them commented and asked about
the birds” (F47, written feedback). All of these incidents suggest that a carefully
created soundscape could enhance social interaction in our everyday lives.

The impact of nature soundscape on sales
Was it the nature sound per se that led to awakening, or could it have been any
unexpected sound? This question gets even more interesting when examining
the sales figures. Interestingly enough, the sales figures show that during the
week in which the nature soundscape was played, the store saw higher sales
compared with the week before and after. In the preceding week, the sales were
20 per cent lower, while in the following week they were 13 per cent lower than
during the week in which the nature sounds were played. According to the sales
manager of the hypermarket, he could not find any other explanation for the rise
in sales other than the nature soundscape. Notwithstanding, the research data
on the sales is too narrow to make far-reaching conclusions. In order to ensure
this result, we would need to examine the impact over a longer period of time
than one week. However, as such, it is an interesting result that deserves to be
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reported here but should be examined and tested more thoroughly in future
research.

Discussion
This study focused on everyday listening in commercial spaces. First, people’s
perceptions and meaning making of environmental sounds in the context of
a hypermarket were examined. Second, an alternative soundscape was tested
by playing nature sounds in the fruit and vegetable section of a hypermarket.
Finally, the sales figures of three weeks were compared to determine whether
the changing soundscape affected consumer behaviour. We can conclude from
the results that sound plays a major role in how people experience a routine visit
to the hypermarket.
From the frame analysis, several conclusions can be drawn. First, the
interviewees were critical of the hypermarket’s background music in general
(frame 1). Nevertheless, they also considered music in general to be a suitable
sonic element in the context of a hypermarket. Second, the typical sounds of
the hypermarket (frame 2) were identified, named and critically discussed. The
buzzing sounds of the coolers were discussed the most, with reactions ranging
from negative and neutral to positive. Third, the interviewees expressed their
aspirations for the sonic and visual coherence of the hypermarket space and
presented their ideas on different ways in which music and/or sound could be
used to divide the hypermarket space into different spatial and sonic sections
(frame 3). Finally, the nature soundscape was perceived as a potential trigger for
social interaction and an enhanced feeling of being present (frame 4).
However, these results seem to contrast those of Spendrup, Hunter and
Isgren (2016) who in their study did not find any evidence that nature sounds
influence mood or connectedness to nature. The participants of our study clearly
discussed and named their feelings that were evoked by the nature sounds. This
contrast is interesting, but due to the differences in the research methods, design
and research questions of these two case studies, it is quite difficult and even
somewhat awkward to compare and unravel why the results are so conflicting.
Spendrup et al.’s experiment was based on a two (no sound v/s nature sounds)
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by three (types of information: organic, climate friendly, control) between-subject
factorial design. In total, 627 customers (16–78 years old) in a supermarket in
Lund, Sweden, participated in the experiment and filled out the questionnaire
after being exposed to the stimulus (carrots in a wooden barrel, signs with
messages like “Eat more organic carrots!”, and nature sounds). To measure their
connectedness to nature, customers were asked to estimate whether they felt that
“they were a part of nature, [felt] kinship with plants and animal life, and oneness
with the natural world” (Spendrup et al. 2016: 136).
Interestingly enough, the frame analysis demonstrated how we, as consumers
browsing and shopping in a hypermarket, are usually surrounded by music that
aims to be relatively unnoticed but, in fact, does not go unnoticed and does not
at all stay in the background. The results of this study suggest that when adding
music or sound to commercial spaces, it is not about how to produce a pleasant
soundtrack or make music choices for non-listening customers. Instead, it is
about understanding that the overall sonic ambience is always being sensed, and
that the spatial and sonic dimensions of a space can create affective experiences.
It is not about trying to play customers’ favourite music either; it is about how
sound and space are perceived and experienced at that moment. The results
are consistent with Kassabian’s and LaBelle’s arguments about how ubiquitous
music and sound create space and collectively bind us, if only momentarily,
through their affective potential.
Acoustic design also involves ethical contradictions. As can be interpreted
from the interviews, acoustic designing for commercial contexts could be
perceived as a negative phenomenon when it is believed to serve as an attempt
to affect consumer behaviour so as to increase sales. However, at the same
time, the interviewees felt that they became aware of the hypermarket’s sound
environment and got interested in discussing what kind of sonic environments
they would prefer. Their preferences varied greatly, including both a preference
for hypermarkets with themed sections by sound as well as hypermarkets
without any sounds at all.
The individual bird sounds or signals played in the fruit and vegetable section
were perceived as somewhat odd by some of the interviewees, but, at the same
time, the humming forest was able to create a feeling of open space, which was
perceived positively. By bringing an unexpected soundscape into a commercial
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space, we were able to break through the conventional background music frame
and identify those sonic elements that evoke feelings and to which people have
a reaction. This could have been much harder to achieve if the interviewees
had listened solely to the ordinary hypermarket soundscape. Although the sonic
differences between the soft vocal pop music and the bird sounds in a forest
are obvious, the way people react to these two soundscapes in a hypermarket
has some similarities: a pop singer’s nasal voice and a bird’s monotonic cuckoo can be perceived as equally irritating, or a soft piano melody and the soft
echo in a humming forest can be perceived as equally pleasant. These are all
sonic phenomena that can create different emotional experiences, regardless of
whether they are sounds created by humans or sounds of nature. Both create
cultural, social, and personal meanings that can be actualised in different
listening situations. Future research should examine more closely, for example,
the actual elements of the forest soundscape that created the widened sensation
of space. Indeed, there is still much to explore on how acoustic design intertwines
and interacts with our senses and affects our behaviour.
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